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as mentioned earlier, the mcafee virusscan enterprise can be used as a standalone product,
independent from the standard enterprise edition or provided as part of an existing enterprise
product such as mcafee network security. this product supports active it systems such as dlp, ids,
email/spam filters, vpn routers and applications such as exchange server, and will help in the
management of applications and network deployments. it does not work with any of the legacy
mcafee and mcafee mobile systems. unlike the other mcafee enterprise, it is not pre-activated by
mcafee and requires a communication and synchronization process with the mcafee kbox as
mentioned above.it requires mcafee enterprise and cannot be combined with any other mcafee
product. mcafee virusscan enterprise version 8.8 adds a wide variety of technologies to address
challenges faced by businesses, organizations, as well as households with antivirus solutions. of
course, for the personal to work with other existing products, they will also need to subscribe to
existing product subscriptions, or may need to subscribe to other products in order to be able to use
such products. the most significant improvement in version 8.8 is the mcafee built-in email security
engine. this new development makes mcafee email security a viable option as a standalone product
or in conjunction with mcafee network security. it should not be confused with the other mcafee
solutions and will not provide protection against your email messages. it only provides the ability to
identify and quarantine malware and such threats and also provides a means to control access to
these messages.
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